5 Major Changes for... **Payroll**

While we can expect a lot more will change with the implementation of Workday, here are 5 key things to learn about what's changing for Payroll.

1. Departments will have the ability to complete Costing Allocations and Payroll Accounting Adjustments using electronic processes and approvals.

2. Real-time information updates and increased visibility will make payroll more transparent and accurate. There will no longer be a wait between pay periods to view updates and adjustments.

3. Employee Self-Service (ESS) reduces departmental and Central Payroll workload by enabling individual employees to update their own payment elections, tax information, and personal details.

4. Positive Pay entry will shift from manual to automatic, contributing to significant time savings and workload reduction.

5. Paper checks and online earnings statements will look different. Earnings statements will have more details and give employees clearer insight into their pay, deductions, and reductions.